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Fig. 1. Distortion distribution plotted over two flattenings of the input triangulated surface (a). Here, we flatten a 2-manifold surface
parameterized by a 2D vector ®b , where a flattening is represented by a 2D vector function ®𝑥 ( ®b). We have defined a piecewise constant scalar
distortion measure 𝑓 (𝑥1, 𝑥2), with plots provided in (b) and (c). To enhance visual perception, we have depicted the piecewise constant
function as a collection of colored prisms, with linear interpolation of colors for vertical facets. Elastic flattening (b) sacrifices the quality of
several triangles to minimize average distortion. On the other hand, quasi-isometric stiffening (c) evenly distributes distortion over the
domain, effectively minimizing the peaks of distortion.

Optimal mapping is one of the longest-standing problems in computational
mathematics. It is natural to measure the relative curve length error un-
der map to assess its quality. The maximum of such error is called the
quasi-isometry constant, and its minimization is a nontrivial max-norm
optimization problem. We present a physics-based quasi-isometric stiffening
(QIS) algorithm for the max-norm minimization of hyperelastic distortion.

QIS perfectly equidistributes distortion over the entire domain for the
ground truth test (unit hemisphere flattening) and, when it is not possible,
tends to create zones where all cells have the same distortion. Such zones
correspond to fragments of elasticmaterial that became rigid under stiffening,
reaching the deformation limit. As such, maps built by QIS are related to the
de Boor equidistribution principle, which asks for an integral of a certain
error indicator function to be the same over each mesh cell.

Under certain assumptions on the minimization toolbox, we prove that
our method can build, in a finite number of steps, a deformation whose
maximum distortion is arbitrarily close to the (unknown) minimum. We
performed extensive testing: on more than 10,000 domains QIS was reliably
better than the competing methods. In summary, we reliably build 2D and
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3D mesh deformations with the smallest known distortion estimates for
very stiff problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Origins of the problem. The construction of optimal deformations
is one of the central themes in mesh generation research. While
the principle of optimality itself is still controversial and problem-
dependent, we follow the general formulation suggested by John
Milnor in his paper “A Problem in Cartography” [Milnor 1969]. He
proposed to analyze the relative change of the length of a curve in a
map, referred to as “the scale” in terms of cartography. Optimal maps
minimize the ratio of themaximum tominimum scale over the entire
map. The idea itself is not new and dates back to P. L. Chebyshev
and his famous talk for the Imperial Russian Geographic Society
[Chebyshev 1856]. Chebyshev formulated the theorem stating that
a conformal parameterization of a disc-like domain on the sphere
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is scale-optimal if the unit scale is prescribed on its boundary. He
constructed a conformal map for the European part of the Russian
Empire, reducing the scale error to 1/50, providing a significant
advantage over all other maps in use at the time (see Fig. 2 for an
illustration). The first proof of Chebyshev’s theorem was provided
by Gravé in 1896 [Gravé 1911], and a modern rigorous proof
was given by Milnor, who also proved that equidistant azimuthal
flattening on the hemisphere is scale-optimal. Milnor’s solution for
the hemisphere and the cone parametrization by Bonk and Lang
[Bonk and Lang 2003] are examples of the very few scale-optimal
parameterizations known in closed form.

The goal. In this paper, our goal is to construct a deformation of
a two- or three-dimensional domain Ω, possibly subject to certain
constraints. We consider a map ®𝑥 ( ®b) : Ω → Ω𝑥 , where Ω,Ω𝑥 ⊂ R𝑑 ,
and 𝑑 represents the dimension (2 or 3), with the arrow denoting
a 𝑑-dimensional vector. Let us denote the Jacobian matrix of the
map as 𝐽 . By having the metric tensors 𝐺b ( ®b) and 𝐺𝑥 ( ®𝑥), we can
measure the lengths of curves in the domains Ω and Ω𝑥 .

The idea is to study how the length of a curve in Ω relates to the
length of its image in Ω𝑥 under the action of the map ®𝑥 ( ®b). For a
simple curve defined by a 1D parameterization ®b (𝑞) ∈ Ω, 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 𝑄 ,
its length can be found as follows:

𝐿b =

𝑄∫
0

( ¤®b⊤𝐺b
¤®b)

1
2 𝑑𝑞.

The length of the curve’s image ®𝑥 ( ®b (𝑞)) is defined as (recall that
¤®𝑥 = 𝐽

¤®b):

𝐿𝑥 =

𝑄∫
0

( ¤®b⊤ 𝐽⊤𝐺𝑥 𝐽
¤®b)

1
2 𝑑𝑞.

A map ®𝑥 ( ®b) is called scale-bounded (or quasi-isometric) if the
following inequality holds for any curve ®b (𝑞):

1
𝐾
𝐿b < 𝐿𝑥 < 𝐾𝐿b ,

where𝐾 is called the quasi-isometry constant. Note that this inequal-
ity makes sense for general rectifiable curves. For a map regular
enough (say, piecewise differentiable one), we can reformulate this
as a local matrix inequality:

1
𝐾2𝐺b < 𝐽⊤𝐺𝑥 𝐽 < 𝐾2𝐺b . (1)

Our goal is to build a map with the lowest possible quasi-
isometry constant 𝐾 , known as a scale-optimal map. When
this constant is equal to 1, the map preserves distances, reducing it
to rigid body transformations.

1We were unable to find the original drawings by Chebyshev himself. For this
illustration, we took a Chebyshev projection built by Dinchenko [Dinchenko 1938].
He approximated the boundary of the Soviet Union in the Mercator projection by
an ellipse and computed an approximate solution for the Chebyshev map using a
6th-order polynomial expansion in complex variables. Note that the paper contains a
few typographical errors; in our experiments, we had to flip the sign of the imaginary
part of the 6th-order harmonic.

Fig. 2. To build the best conformal map (bottom right), in 1856
Chebyshev proposed1 to prescribe the zero distortion (isometry)
constraint along a closed curve. Here, the curve is chosen to be
an ellipse in the Mercator projection (top right, 1:2 scale). If we
measure the length of the Saint Petersburg–Vladivostok railway in
the Chebyshev map (after normalization), we obtain less than 1.2%
of error, i.e., 103 km over almost 9000 kilometers of the railroad.

After normalization of the map from Fig. 2, the closed curve
delimits a domain where the scale varies from ≈ 1.027 (at the
boundary) to ≈ 0.9734, resulting in the constant 𝐾 ≈ 1.027.

Approach. In this paper we solve a proxy problem approximating
scale-optimal maps, refer to App. B.1 for a brief study of the
relationship between the proxy and the original problems. We adopt
a physical analogy with elastic deformations, wherein we construct
a hyperelastic material that has an infinite stored energy if the
pointwise distortion of hyperelastic deformation exceeds a certain
threshold. As such, all admissible elastic deformations with finite
energy are scale-bounded in nature.
Our contributions. In this paper, we formulate a continuation

problem for the deformation threshold. By solving a series of fixed-
threshold optimization problems, we obtain a physics-based quasi-
isometric stiffening (QIS) algorithm for the max-norm minimization
of hyperelastic distortion which is guaranteed to minimize certain
upper estimate for quasi-isometry constant𝐾 . Under the assumption
that there exists a minimization toolbox that is able to minimize a
function by a whatever small, but constant rate, we prove that QIS
builds a deformation arbitrarily close to the (unknown) optimum
bound in a finite number of steps. Note that while in theory this
assumption can only be satisfied by a global optimization solver,
in practice we have not observed cases of false local minima when
constructing lowest distortion mappings, even if counterexamples
probably exist.

Our parameter-free approach is a discretization of a well-posed
variational scheme, and it has an advantage that type, size and
quality of mesh elements in the deformed object have a weak
influence on the computed deformation. Our method is numerically
stable, the positive definite part of the Hessian matrix is spectrally
equivalent to the finite element Laplacian.
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2 STATE OF THE ART
While various matrix-based optimization tools could be used to
solve for scale-optimal mapping, most state-of-the-art methods use
finite hyperelasticity functionals as a proxy.

2.1 Elastic deformations
Mathematical elasticity essentially involves minimizing the devia-
tion from the isometric deformation state on average [Ciarlet 1988].
The idea is to consider a mesh as an elastic material, where the
stored energy of deformation can be measured as an integral of a
distortion measure. Therefore, the goal is to minimize the stored
energy of deformation2.

To build a good map ®𝑥 ( ®b), we can solve the following variational
problem:

arg min
®𝑥 ( ®b)

∫
Ω

𝑓 (𝐽 ) 𝑑b, (2)

where 𝑓 is a measure of distortion, and

𝑑b =

√︃
det𝐺b 𝑑b1 · · · · · 𝑑b𝑑

is the volume differential that takes into account the metric in Ω.
John Ball in [1976] formulated the “polyconvexity” condition,

which guarantees that the Euler-Lagrange equations for optimal
deformation are elliptic. In formal terms, a function 𝑓 (𝐽 ) is said to
be polyconvex if it can be expressed as a convex function of the
minors of the matrix 𝐽 . In practice, ellipticity implies smoothness
of deformations and continuous dependence on variation of con-
straints. It is not surprising that this choice has resulted in efficient
engineering mesh generation algorithms with sound theoretical
foundations [Jacquotte 1988; Rumpf 1996].
To the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to formulate a

variational principle minimizing the deviation from isometry is due
to G. B. Airy. In [1861], he suggested minimizing the following
functional:

arg min
®𝑥 ( ®b)

∫
Ω

𝑓𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 (𝐽 ) 𝑑b, 𝑓𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 (𝐽 ) :=
(
𝜎1
𝜎2
− 1

)2
+ (𝜎1𝜎2 − 1)2,

(3)
where 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are the singular values of the Jacobian matrix 𝐽 .
Airy’s “Balance-of-Errors” functional is the precursor of variational
methods that trade shape against area distortion and vice versa.
Interestingly, Airy refers to each term in the distortion measure 𝑓𝐴
as “evil”, while their sum is called “total evil”. Assuming that 𝜎𝑖 ≈ 1
and neglecting higher-order terms with respect to 𝜖𝑖 = 1 − 𝜎𝑖 , Airy
derived a simplified quadratic energy:

𝑓 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 (𝐽 ) := (𝜎1 − 1)2 + (𝜎2 − 1)2 ,

which corresponds exactly to the As-Rigid-as-Possible [Sorkine and
Alexa 2007] energy.

2Refer to App. B.1 for a discussion on the fact that minimizing a distortion measure
implies minimizing the upper bound for the quasi-isometry constant.

2.2 Constrained optimization
The equidistribution principle says that ideally the distortion is to
be constant over the domain. This tends to happen if we minimize
the maximum distortion (see Fig. 1). However, the generic “Balance-
of-Errors” formulation (2) only allows us to minimize distortion on
average. The problem of constructing deformations with bounded
distortion has a long-standing history in elasticity research and
goes back to Prager’s work on “Ideal locking materials” [1957].
Nowadays, this problem is referred to as the “stiffening” of elastic
material and is generally formulated as a set of nonlinear constraints
on the Jacobian matrix of elastic deformation [Ciarlet and Necas
1985].

There is a large family of methods that try to take into account
deformation bounds directly. For example, Sorkine et al. [2002]
propose to lay triangles in a plane in a greedy manner without
exceeding a user-specified distortion bound. Obviously, the mesh is
cut during the procedure, and since it is possible to lay individual
triangles without any distortion, the method succeeds.

Fu et al. [2016] propose to enforce the distortion constraints with
a penalty method, leading to conflicts between multiple terms in the
energy to minimize. Kovalsky et al. [2014] also attempt to control
singular values of the Jacobian. This problem has a highly nonlinear
and non-convex nature, and to do so, they resort to semidefinite
programming under linear matrix inequality constraints. In a later
work, Kovalsky et al. [2015] and Su et al. [2019] alternate between
energy optimization and a non-trivial projection to the highly
non-convex set of constraints. Lipman [2012] as well as Chien et
al. [2016] and Levi and Zorin [2014] formulate the problem as a
second-order cone programming, relying on elaborate commercial
solvers such as MOSEK [Andersen and Andersen 2000]. In a similar
manner, Aigerman and Lipman [2013] propose to solve a series
of quadratic programs with linear constraints to build a bounded
distortion map.

All these methods use generic optimization toolboxes, and while
the approach may work reasonably well in practice, it is hard to
obtain any guarantees.

2.3 Unconstrained optimization
Fortunately, it is possible to formulate the stiffening problem as an
unconstrained minimization by introducing a weighting function
that penalizes large values of distortion. Having a distortionmeasure
𝑓 (𝐽 ), we can try to minimize the following energy:

arg min
®𝑥 ( ®b)

∫
Ω

𝑤𝑓 (𝐽 ) 𝑑b, (4)

where 𝑤 is a weight function. Typically, 𝑤 is chosen to be large
in the regions where small values of 𝑓 (𝐽 ) are required. With a
clever choice of𝑤 , this general weighted formulation can be used
to control the pointwise behavior of the spatial distribution of the
distortion measure.

Bommes et al. [2009] used such a weighting function in a heuristic
procedure for mesh untangling. If an adaptation metric is prescribed
in the computational domain, one can compute the weight function
𝑤 according to this metric [Ivanenko 2000]. It is possible to penalize
large values of local distortion by a power law enhancement. Fang
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et al. [2021] and Garanzha et al. [2019] use the following definition:
𝑤 := 𝑓 𝑝 (𝐽 ), 𝑝 > 0. Fu et al. [2015] propose a solution very similar in
spirit to (4), using an exponential function to penalize the maximum
distortion and minimizing

∫
exp(𝑠 · 𝑓 (𝐽 )). They propose to use 𝑠 = 5

as a rule of thumb.
While all these methods penalize large values of distortion, they

do not offer away to compute a deformationwith a prescribed bound
of distortion. Let us consider another definition of the weighting
function proposed in [Garanzha 2000]:

𝑤 :=


1
1 − 𝑡 𝑓 (𝐽 ) , 𝑓 (𝐽 ) < 1

𝑡

+∞, 𝑓 (𝐽 ) ≥ 1
𝑡

(5)

where 0 < 𝑡 < 1 is a distortion bound parameter. If 𝑓 is chosen in a
way that 𝑓 (𝐽 ) ≥ 1, then a finite solution for Prob. (4) implies that
𝑓 (𝐽 ) < 1

𝑡 . The resulting functional has an infinite barrier (refer to
§3.3 for more details) on the boundary of the set of quasi-isometric
deformations, thus solving the problem of quasi-isometric map
generation for general domains.
Intuitively, it corresponds to a deformation of an object made

from a quasi-isometric hyperelastic material. The material offers
control over the distortion bound built directly into the definition of
the deformation energy density. In this way, when a local measure
of deformation exceeds a certain threshold, the elastic material
becomes infinitely stiff. An invertibility theorem for deformations
of this material was established both in 2D and 3D cases [Garanzha
et al. 2014].
To optimize for the distortion bound, the stiffening threshold

𝑡 is introduced as a parameter, and the max-norm optimization
problem for deformation is formulated as a continuation problem for
polyconvex functional (minimization of the stiffening threshold, or
alternatively, maximization of the quality threshold). Unfortunately,
until now a robust strategy of stiffening parameter choice was
lacking.
In our paper we follow the formulation (5). Having carefully

designed a strategy of choice for the stiffening parameter 𝑡 , we
obtain lowest distortion maps with our quasi-isometric stiffening
(QIS) algorithm (Alg. 2 + Eq. (20)).

By coupling our techniquewith [Garanzha et al. 2021], we obtain a
complete unified mapping pipeline.We start from an arbitrary initial
deformation, untangle the mesh, thus minimizing mean distortion,
and finally we minimize the maximum distortion. Both parts of
the pipeline build upon the same ideas, and require only a linear
solver [Hestenes and Stiefel 1952] for positive definite matrices (if
Newton minimization is adopted) or a L-BFGS solver [Zhu et al.
1997] for a quasi-Newton scheme. We show that despite being quite
different problems, foldover-free and bounded distortion mapping
problems can be solved with very similar approaches (compare
Alg. 1 and Alg. 2).

3 VARIATIONAL FORMULATION FOR
UNTANGLING AND DISTORTION
MINIMIZATION

This section provides a necessary primer on elastic deformations.
After revisiting all the necessary concepts, we present our contri-
butions on lowest distortion guarantees (§4) and testing results
(§5).

3.1 Choice of elastic material
While there are multiple possible choices for the distortion measure
(refer to App. B.1), for our meshes, we chose a material whose stored
energy of deformation

∫
Ω

𝑓 (𝐽 ) 𝑑b can be measured with density 𝑓

defined as follows [Garanzha 2000]:

𝑓 (𝐽 ) := (1 − 𝜗) 𝑓𝑠 (𝐽 ) + 𝜗 𝑓𝑣 (𝐽 ), (6)

where shape distortion is defined as [Hormann and Greiner 2000]:

𝑓𝑠 (𝐽 ) :=


1
𝑑

tr 𝐽⊤ 𝐽
(det 𝐽 )

2
𝑑

, det 𝐽 > 0

+∞, det 𝐽 ≤ 0
(7)

and volumetric distortion is defined by:

𝑓𝑣 (𝐽 ) :=


1
2

(
det 𝐽 + 1

det 𝐽

)
, det 𝐽 > 0

+∞, det 𝐽 ≤ 0
(8)

The functions 𝑓𝑠 (𝐽 ) and 𝑓𝑣 (𝐽 ) have concurrent goals: one tries
to preserve angles, and the other tries to preserve volumes. The
parameter 𝜗 serves as a trade-off parameter.

Note that the function 𝑓 is not convex, but polyconvex. The notion
of polyconvexity is a generalization of the notion of convexity for
functions defined on spaces of matrices. In general, a function
𝜑 (𝐽 ) : R𝑑×𝑑 → R∪ + {∞} is said to be polyconvex [Ball 1976] if
there exists a convex function Φ(#𝐽 ) such that 𝜑 (𝐽 ) = Φ(#𝐽 ), where
#𝐽 denotes the set of all minors of 𝐽 . For instance, any polyconvex
function 𝜑 is rank-one convex, i.e.,

𝜑 ((1 − 𝜖) 𝐽 + 𝜖 (𝐽 + 𝛿 𝐽 )) ≤ (1 − 𝜖)𝜑 (𝐽 ) + 𝜖𝜑 (𝐽 + 𝛿 𝐽 ),

where rank𝛿 𝐽 = 1. Therefore, it satisfies the Hadamard-Legendre
conditions (ellipticity conditions for the Euler-Lagrange equation of
variational Prob. (2)):

𝑑∑︁
𝑖,𝑘, 𝑗,𝑚=1

𝜕2 𝜑
𝜕(𝐽 )𝑖 𝑗 𝜕(𝐽 )𝑘𝑚

𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑘𝑞 𝑗𝑞𝑚 ≥ 0

for arbitrary vectors ®𝑝, ®𝑞 ∈ R𝑑 .
For our choice of material, it suffices to consider a narrower family

of polyconvex functions where the extended function Φ is a convex
function of 𝑑2 + 1 arguments and 𝑓 (𝐽 ) = Φ(𝐽 , det 𝐽 ). In summary,
the energy density (6) is a polyconvex function, and therefore, the
Euler-Lagrange equations for stored energy are elliptic, making
them well-suited for numerical optimization.
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3.2 Untangling
With a slight abuse of notation, the energy density (6) can be
rewritten as follows:

𝑓 := (1 − 𝜗) 1
𝑑

tr 𝐽⊤ 𝐽
(max(0, det 𝐽 ))

2
𝑑

+ 𝜗 1
2

1 + det2 𝐽
max(0, det 𝐽 )

Note that if an initial guess is not admissible (has inverted
elements), then the function is not defined. To overcome this
problem, we can introduce the function 𝜒 (𝐷, Y) that serves as a
regularization for max(0, 𝐷) in the denominator:

𝜒 (𝐷, Y) := 𝐷 +
√
Y2 + 𝐷2

2 (9)

When Y tends to zero, 𝜒 (Y, 𝐷) tends tomax(0, 𝐷). Then, the energy
density can be regularized following the ideas from [Garanzha and
Kaporin 1999]:

𝑓Y (𝐽 ) := (1 − 𝜗) 1
𝑑

tr𝐽⊤ 𝐽
(𝜒 (det 𝐽 , Y))

2
𝑑

+ 𝜗 1
2

(
𝜒 (det 𝐽 , Y) + 1

𝜒 (det 𝐽 , Y)

)
.

(10)
Finally, Prob. (2) can be rewritten as follows:

lim
Y→0+

arg min
®𝑥 ( ®b)

∫
Ω

𝑓Y (𝐽 ) 𝑑b (11)

This formulation suggests an algorithm: build a decreasing se-
quence of the Y𝑘 → 0, and for each value Y𝑘 solve an optimization
problem. In other words, Prob. (11) offers a way of getting rid of
foldovers by solving a continuation problem with respect to the
parameter Y.

The simplest way to discretize Prob. (11) is with first-order FEM:
the map ®𝑥 is piecewise affine with the Jacobian matrix 𝐽 being
piecewise constant, and can be represented by the coordinates of
the vertices in the computational domain {®𝑥𝑖 }#𝑉𝑖=1. Let us denote the

vector of all variables as 𝑋 :=
(
®𝑥⊤1 . . . ®𝑥⊤#𝑉

)⊤
.

A discretization of Prob. (11) can be written as follows:

lim
Y→0+

arg min
𝑋

𝐹 (𝑋, Y), (12)

where 𝐹 (𝑋, Y) :=
#𝑇∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑓Y (𝐽𝑘 ) vol(𝑇𝑘 ),

Here, #𝑉 is the number of vertices, #𝑇 is the number of simplices,
𝐽𝑘 is the Jacobian matrix for the 𝑘-th simplex, and vol(𝑇𝑘 ) is the
signed volume of the simplex 𝑇𝑘 in the parametric domain.
Function 𝐹 (𝑋, 0) has an impenetrable infinite barrier on the

boundary of the
set of meshes with positive cell volumes3:

3As a side note, this set has a quite complicated structure. For the 𝑘-th simplex,
vol( ®𝑥 (𝑇𝑘 )) is a polylinear function of the coordinates of its vertices, hence each term
in (13) defines a non-convex set. One can hardly expect that the intersection of the
sets in (13) would result in a convex domain. Moreover, Ciarlet [Ciarlet and Geymonat
1982] has proved that the barrier property and convexity of the density of deformation
energy are incompatible. Fortunately, barrier distortion measures can be polyconvex,
as shown by J. Ball [Ball 1976].

vol( ®𝑥 (𝑇𝑘 ))
vol(𝑇𝑘 )

> 0, 𝑘 = 1, . . . , #𝑇 (13)

This is a finite-dimensional approximation of the set det 𝐽 > 0.
Prob. (12) can be solved with Alg. 1. Untangling in Prob. (12)

is guaranteed because [Garanzha et al. 2021] build a decreasing
sequence Y𝑘 → 0 that forces the mesh to fall into the feasible set (13)
of untangled meshes. With some assumptions on the minimization
toolbox chosen, untangling is guaranteed to succeed in a finite
number of steps.

3.3 Stiffening idea
In addition to untangling, by solving Prob. (12), we minimize the
average distortion of a map. Let us for a short while suppose that
we have a user-specified distortion bound 𝑡∗. How can we build a
map whose maximum distortion respects the bound?

Consider the following variational problem related to the construc-
tion of deformations with a prescribed quality 0 ≤ 𝑡∗ < 1 [Garanzha
2000]:

arg min
®𝑥 ( ®b)

∫
Ω

𝑓 (𝐽 )
1 − 𝑡∗ 𝑓 (𝐽 ) 𝑑b (14)

Recall that 𝑓 (𝐽 ) ≥ 1, so for this integral to be finite, a necessary
condition is:

𝑓 (𝐽 ) < 1
𝑡∗

(15)

A finite-dimensional approximation of Prob. (14) can be written
as follows:

lim
𝑡∗−𝑡→+0

arg min
𝑋

𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡), (16)

where 𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡) :=
#𝑇∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 )
1 − 𝑡 𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 )

vol(𝑇𝑘 ),

Recall that to optimize for the average distortion, we needed a
special untangling procedure to reach the
set (13) of foldover-free deformations. Here, we need to find a

deformation that belongs to the set of deformationswith a prescribed
quality 𝑡∗:

𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ) <
1
𝑡∗
, 𝑘 = 1, . . . , #𝑇 (17)

To do so, it is possible to use an approach that shares the spirit
with untangling. It is important to note that a solution of Prob. (12)
corresponds to a solution of Prob. (16) with 𝑡∗ = 0, i.e., when
no bound on the maximum deformation is imposed. But then,
having reached the set (13), we can build an increasing sequence of
𝑡𝑘 → 𝑡∗ to contract the set until the mesh falls into the set (17) of
deformations with a prescribed quality 𝑡∗.

Alg. 2 summarizes the optimization procedure, note how closely
it is related to Alg. 1. While the general idea was published more
than 20 years ago, until now, it remained unclear how to build this
sequence {𝑡𝑘 }, and this constitutes the main theoretical contribution
of the present paper.
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Input: 𝑋 0 // arbitrary initial guess (vector of size #𝑉 × 𝑑)
Output: 𝑋 // final foldover-free map (vector of size #𝑉 × 𝑑)
1: 𝑘 ← 0;
2: repeat
3: compute Y𝑘 ; // decreasing sequence
4: 𝑋𝑘+1 ← arg min

𝑋

𝐹 (𝑋, Y𝑘 );

5: 𝑘 ← 𝑘 + 1;
6: until min

𝑡∈1...#𝑇
det 𝐽 𝑘𝑡 > 0 and 𝐹 (𝑋𝑘 , Y𝑘 ) > (1 − 10−3) 𝐹 (𝑋𝑘−1, Y𝑘−1)

7: 𝑋 ← 𝑋𝑘 ;

Alg. 1. Computation of a foldover-free map

Input: 𝑋 0 // untangled initial guess (vector of size #𝑉 × 𝑑)
Output: 𝑋 // final bounded distortion map (vector of size #𝑉 ×𝑑)
1: 𝑘 ← 0;
2: repeat
3: compute 𝑡𝑘 ; // increasing sequence, Eq. (20)
4: 𝑋𝑘+1 ← arg min

𝑋

𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝑘 );

5: 𝑘 ← 𝑘 + 1;
6: until𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 ) > (1 − 10−3)𝑊 (𝑋𝑘−1, 𝑡𝑘−1)
7: 𝑋 ← 𝑋𝑘 ;

Alg. 2. Quasi-isometric stiffening (QIS)

4 LOWEST DISTORTION MAPPING
While we assume that parameter 𝑡∗ exists, fortunately we are not
obliged to know it tomake the QIS algorithmwork. It is an important
advantage over optimization algorithms which use a prescribed
distortion bound like LBD [Kovalsky et al. 2015], since in practice
even rough estimates of this bound are not available. Essentially, the
QIS algorithm by itself can serve as a distortion bound estimation
tool for problems of any complexity.
This section provides our main result, namely a way to build

an increasing sequence {𝑡𝑘 } that allows us to effectively contract
the feasible set until we reach the goal. Untangling and stiffening
are very closely related, so let us first restate the main result of
[Garanzha et al. 2021, Theorem 1]. It will allow us to highlight the
similarity between the approaches.

Theorem 1. Let us suppose that the feasible set of untangled
meshes (13) is not empty. We also suppose that for solving 𝑋𝑘+1 ←
arg min

𝑋

𝐹 (𝑋, Y𝑘 ) we have a minimization algorithm satisfying the

following efficiency conditions for some 0 < 𝜎 < 1:
For each iteration 𝑘 ,

• either the essential descent condition holds

𝐹 (𝑋𝑘+1, Y𝑘 ) ≤ (1 − 𝜎)𝐹 (𝑋𝑘 , Y𝑘 ), (18)

• or the vector 𝑋𝑘 satisfies the quasi-minimality condition:

min
𝑋

𝐹 (𝑋, Y𝑘 ) > (1 − 𝜎)𝐹 (𝑋𝑘 , Y𝑘 ). (19)

Then the feasible set (13) is reachable by solving a finite number of
minimization problems in 𝑋 with Y𝑘 fixed for each problem.

In this theorem, Garanzha et al. not only proved that there exists
a regularization parameter sequence {Y𝑘 }𝐾

𝑘=0 leading to 𝐹 (𝑋𝐾 , 0) <
+∞, but also provided an actual update rule for Y𝑘 , refer to [Garanzha
et al. 2021, Eq. (6)]. Inspired by these results, we formulate a very
similar theorem allowing us to build maps with bounded distortion
in a finite number of steps.
We also provide a way to build an increasing sequence {𝑡𝑘 }

to be used in Alg. 2–line 3: denote by 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1) the distortion for
the element 𝑖 , and by 𝑓 𝑘+1+ the maximal distortion value over the
mesh𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑓 𝑘+1+ := max𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1). We propose to use the following

update rule for 𝑡𝑘+1:

𝑡𝑘+1 := 𝑡𝑘 + 𝜎
1 − 𝑡𝑘 𝑓 𝑘+1+
𝑓 𝑘+1+

, (20)

where 0 < 𝜎 < 1 is again the performance index of the minimization
toolbox. Clearly, formula (20) does not involve 𝑡∗. Alg. 2 along with
this update rule define our quasi-isometric stiffening (QIS) algorithm.

Now we are ready to formulate the stiffening theorem.

Theorem 2. Let us suppose that the feasible set of bounded distortion
meshes (17) is not empty, namely there exists a constant 0 < 𝑡∗ < 1
and a mesh 𝑋 ∗ satisfying𝑊 (𝑋 ∗, 𝑡∗) < +∞. We also suppose that for
solving𝑋𝑘+1 ← arg min

𝑋

𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝑘 ) we have a minimization algorithm

satisfying the following efficiency conditions for some 0 < 𝜎 < 1:
For each iteration 𝑘 ,

• either the essential descent condition holds

𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘 ) ≤ (1 − 𝜎)𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 ), (21)

• or the vector 𝑋𝑘 satisfies the quasi-minimality condition:

min
𝑋
𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝑘 ) > (1 − 𝜎)𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 ) . (22)

Then the feasible set (17) is reachable by solving a finite number of
minimization problems in 𝑋 with 𝑡𝑘 fixed for each problem. In other
words, under a proper choice of the continuation parameter sequence
{𝑡𝑘 }𝐾

𝑘=0, we obtain𝑊 (𝑋
𝐾 , 𝑡∗) < +∞.

Proof. The main idea is very simple: update rule (20) defines an
increasing sequence {𝑡𝑘 }∞

𝑘=0. We will show that the corresponding
sequence {𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 )}∞

𝑘=0 is bounded from above. Then we can
prove that the admissible set (17) is reachable in a finite number of
steps by a simple reductio ad absurdum argument.

More precisely, if the feasible set is not reachable, then𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 )
must grow without bounds, which contradicts the boundedness. To
prove that {𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 )}∞

𝑘=0 is bounded from above, we analyze the
behavior at some iteration 𝑘 . First of all, if we couple update rule (20)
with the fact that for any 𝑡2 > 𝑡1 the ratio 1−𝑡1𝜓

1−𝑡2𝜓 is an increasing
function of the argument𝜓 , we can see that the following inequality
holds:

(1 − 𝜎)𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘+1) ≤𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘 ) . (23)
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More precisely,

𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘+1) =
∑︁
𝑖

1 − 𝑡𝑘 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)
1 − 𝑡𝑘+1 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)

𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)
1 − 𝑡𝑘 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)

vol(𝑇𝑖 ) ≤

∑︁
𝑖

1 − 𝑡𝑘 𝑓+ (𝑋𝑘+1)
1 − 𝑡𝑘+1 𝑓+ (𝑋𝑘+1)

𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)
1 − 𝑡𝑘 𝑓𝑖 (𝑋𝑘+1)

vol(𝑇𝑖 ) =
1

1 − 𝜎𝑊 (𝑋
𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘 ) .

Then, at each iteration 𝑘 , either condition (21) or condition (22)
must be satisfied. Let us consider both cases.

Cond. (21) holds: in this case function𝑊 actually decreases.
Eq. (23) combined with Cond. (21) directly imply that

𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘+1) ≤𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 ).
Cond. (22) holds: under assumption that 𝑡𝑘+1 < 𝑡∗, by com-

bining Eq. (23) and Cond. (22), we obtain:

𝑊 (𝑋𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘+1) ≤ 1
1 − 𝜎𝑊 (𝑋

𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘 ) ≤

1
(1 − 𝜎)2

min
𝑋
𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝑘 ) ≤ 1

(1 − 𝜎)2
𝑊 (𝑋 ∗, 𝑡𝑘 ) ≤

≤ 1
(1 − 𝜎)2

𝑊 (𝑋 ∗, 𝑡∗)

To sum up, in the first case the value of function𝑊 decreases,
and in the second case it does not exceed a global bound. Therefore,
the sequence {𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 )}∞

𝑘=0 is bounded from above.
Now we are ready for the main result. Suppose that for an infinite

sequence {𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 }∞
𝑘=0 we never reach the given quality bound 𝑡∗.

In other words, we have 𝑡𝑘 < 𝑡∗, 𝑘 = 0, . . .∞. Then the following
inequality holds (apply formula (20) 𝑘 times):

𝑡𝑘 − 𝑡0 = 𝜎

𝑘−1∑︁
𝑗=0

(
1

𝑓
𝑗+1
+
− 𝑡 𝑗

)
≤ 1.

In the infinite sum, each term is strictly positive, hence we can
extract a subsequence:

1 − 𝑡 𝑗𝑠 𝑓 𝑗𝑠+1+ → 0+ .
This fact obviously contradicts the boundedness of the functional,

allowing us to conclude our proof. □

Remark 1. An important corollary of Theorem 2 is that, provided
that the admissible set (17) is not empty, there exists an iteration
𝐾 < ∞ such that the global minimum of the function 𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝐾 )
belongs to the admissible set. The proof is rather obvious: suppose
we have an idealized minimizer such that 𝑋𝑘+1 = arg min

𝑋

𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡𝑘 ).

This minimizer always satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, therefore
it can reach the distortion bound in a finite number of steps.

N.B. While a solver that satisfies the optimization efficiency
condition for arbitrary configurations does not exist, in practice, for
the lowest distortion map problem, we did not encounter a situation
where the update rule (20) leads to a solution worse than we were
able to build with other methods. So, having a usual optimization
toolbox (like Newton or L-BFGS), we need to estimate its efficiency
𝜎 , which is not known in advance. Garanzha et al. [2021] suggest
computing the local descent coefficient for each minimization step,

and so do we. Instead of 𝜎 in the update rule (20), we use 𝜎𝑘 defined
as follows:

𝜎𝑘 := max
(
1 − 𝑊 (𝑋

𝑘+1, 𝑡𝑘 )
𝑊 (𝑋𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘 )

, 𝜎0

)
,

where 𝜎0 > 0 is a constant (we chose 𝜎0 = 1/10 in all our
experiments).
Characterization of the stiffness of variational problems is a

challenging task. We have managed, however, to demonstrate that
the positive definite part of the Hessian matrix of functional (16)
is spectrally equivalent to the finite element approximation of the
Dirichlet functional on the same computational mesh 𝑋 , provided
that the function𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡) is bounded from above. More formally, let
us denote the Hessian matrix as 𝐻 = 𝜕2𝑊

𝜕𝑋 𝜕𝑋⊤ . Then, since function
𝑊 is the sum of elementary terms depending on 𝑘-th cell distortion
𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ), and distortion measure 𝑓 is polyconvex, it can be written as

𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ) = Φ(𝐽𝑘 , 𝐷𝑘 ), 𝐷𝑘 = det 𝐽𝑘 .

Finally, we define the positive definite part 𝐻+ of the Hessian
matrix 𝐻 by neglecting second derivatives of 𝐷𝑘 with respect to 𝑋
when implementing chain rule for second derivative of 𝑓 . Details of
derivations are provided in the supplementary materials. We prove
that the following statement holds:

Theorem 3. Suppose that𝑊 (𝑋, 𝑡) < 𝐶 , where 0 < 𝜗 < 1, 0 <

𝑡 < 1, 𝐶 ≥ 1 are prescribed constants . Then there exist constants
𝑘1 > 0, 𝑘2 > 0, depending only on 𝜗, 𝑡,𝐶 , such that

𝑘1Dℎ (𝑋 ) <
1
2𝑋
⊤𝐻+𝑋 < 𝑘2Dℎ (𝑋 ),

whereDℎ (𝑋 ) is the discrete Dirichlet functional for standard simplicial
linear finite elements which approximates Dirichlet functional

D(𝑥 (b)) = 1
2

∫
Ω

∑︁
𝑖

|∇𝑥𝑖 |2 𝑑b.

This theorem demonstrates stability of the positive definite part
of the Hessian matrix when compressing admissible set, refer to the
supplementary materials for a detailed proof.

5 VALIDATION
This section presents a thorough testing of our method. First of
all, we show that QIS provides the best guess for equidistributed
distortion.We start from the ground truth flattening of a hemisphere
(§5.1), and then run a stress test for the mesh independence study of
equidistribution of distortion (§5.2). Finally, we perform a massive
testing of QIS against five competing methods over a large dataset
(§5.3).

5.1 Flat Earth mathematics
In this section, we apply the equidistribution principle to hypere-
lastic deformations to tackle the classical cartography problem: the
construction of a scale-optimal map of the unit hemisphere. The
main goal is to establish a ground truth to assess QIS behavior.
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Fig. 3. The optimal flattening of the hemisphere is rotation-
invariant, so we can represent it by a function 𝑟 (\ ), where 𝑟 is the
polar radius in the disc and \ is the colatitude on the hemisphere.
Red squares illustrate the corresponding area differentials.

5.1.1 Ground truth. Consider a unit radius northern hemisphere
𝐻 with colatitude 0 ≤ \ ≤ 𝜋

2 and longitude 0 ≤ 𝜙 < 2𝜋 . Due to the
symmetry of the problem, 𝐻 is to be mapped to a disc 𝐷 . We denote
by 𝑟, 𝜙 the polar coordinates in the disc. The mapping is rotation-
invariant, so 𝜙 is irrelevant, and the mapping can be represented by
a function 𝑟 (\ ). Refer to Fig. 3 for an illustration.

The azimuthal equidistant projection, based on the isometric flat-
tening of meridians, has been known since ancient Egypt. However,
it was only in [1969] that Milnor proved that it provides the best
max-to-min scale ratio. In our notation, this map can be written as
𝑟 (\ ) = \ . The scale ranges from 1 to 𝜋/2, hence after normalizing
this mapping by

√︁
2/𝜋 , we obtain the optimal (in the sense of (1))

mapping

𝑟 (\ ) =
√︂

2
𝜋
\ . (24)

with a quasi-isometry constant 𝐾 =
√︁
𝜋/2.

Recall that in this work, we consider hyperelastic deformations as
a proxy problem; let us build the reference deformation by applying
the equidistribution principle, see how it compares to Eq. (24), and
get a ground truth for QIS.
The area differential on the hemisphere is defined by

𝑑𝜎 = sin\ 𝑑\ 𝑑𝜙,
and for a general rotation-invariant map 𝑟 (\ ), ¤𝑟 > 0, the singular
values of the Jacobian matrix 𝐽 of the mapping 𝐻 → 𝐷 are equal to

𝜎1 = ¤𝑟, 𝜎2 =
𝑟

sin\ .

Therefore

det 𝐽 = ¤𝑟𝑟
sin\ , tr 𝐽⊤ 𝐽 = ¤𝑟2 + 𝑟2

sin2 \
,

and the distortion measure (6) with 𝜗 = 1/2 can be written as a
function of 𝑟 and \ :

𝑓 (𝐽 ) = 1
4

(
𝑟

¤𝑟 sin\ +
¤𝑟 sin\
𝑟

)
+ 1

4

(
¤𝑟𝑟

sin\ +
sin\
¤𝑟𝑟

)
. (25)

The equidistribution principle requires finding a function 𝑟 (\ )
such that the distortion 𝑓 is constant for all values of the parameter
\ . In other words, we want to solve the differential equation

𝑓 ( ¤𝑟 (\ ), 𝑟 (\ )) = 𝑐 ∀\ ∈ [0, 𝜋/2] (26)
for some constant 𝑐 . We have numerically found the lowest possible
value of 𝑐 , thus obtaining the ground truth for QIS:

𝑐 = 1.030465 ± 10−6 . (27)

To compute (27), first we minimized the mean distortion by
solving

arg min
𝑟 (\ )

𝜋/2∫
0

𝑓 (𝐽 ) sin\ 𝑑\ . (28)

The maximum distortion over the solution gave us the starting point,
and then we used the shooting method to solve (26) and match
the boundary conditions on the right, where the free parameter is
the constant 𝑐 . It is done by minimizing 𝑐 to avoid the appearance
of singularities inside the computational domain. Fig. 4 shows the
deviation of the ground truth solution from (24).
It is easy to see that our proxy problem is very close to the

best quasi-isometry Prob. (1). The source of discrepancy is the free
boundary condition for elastic material that results in nonlinear
Neumann-type boundary conditions on the free boundary. This
boundary condition is expressed as ¤𝑟 (𝜋/2) = 1, which is not
compatible with the optimal solution (24), refer to supplementary
materials for more details.

5.1.2 How well does QIS behave? Having found the ground
truth (27), it is time to flatten surface meshes. We have built a
regular triangulation of the hemisphere (so-called "uv-mesh" made
of 10k triangles), and then flattened it with 4 different methods:
simplex assembly [Fu and Liu 2016]), elastic deformation (ED,
Prob. (2)), advanced MIPS [Fu et al. 2015]), and QIS. The results are
summarized in Fig. 5. Even if all four methods optimize for exactly
the same notion of the distortion measure (6), the performance is
very different. The optimization scheme of simplex assembly (SA)
results in a very noisy solution that is very different from the mean
distortion minimizer (ED).

QIS creates an almost constant distortion field with a maximum
distortion equal to 1.0307, differing from the ground truth (27) in
the fifth digit. Advanced MIPS, however, fails to reach such quality.
Recall that the idea of AMIPS is to penalize large values of distortion
with the exponential law by minimizing∫

exp(𝑠 𝑓 (𝐽 )),

where 𝑠 > 0 is the stiffening parameter. Clearly, higher values of the
constant 𝑠 result in less maximum distortion. The authors do not
provide a strategy of choice for the constant and propose a simple
rule of thumb 𝑠 = 5. We did our best to push 𝑠 as high as possible:
the solution in Fig. 5 was obtained with 𝑠 = 300, we failed to go any
higher. We had to give the QIS result as the initialization for AMIPS,
and even then the optimizer had to handle 10150 energy values,
something very delicate for double floating-point precision. Even
with 𝑠 = 300, AMIPS still lags behind in the sense that constant
distortion is not attained and the maximum distortion is equal to
1.0377. It is important to note that this is a toy problem in controlled
settings and we do not know how to attain large values of 𝑠 in
real-world scenarios.

5.2 Stress Test
As we have already mentioned, our approach is a discretization of
a well-posed variational scheme, and it has an advantage that the
type, size, and quality of mesh elements in the deformed object have
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Fig. 4. Orange and green: two flattenings of the unit hemisphere.
One minimizes the mean distortion and the other one minimizes
the maximum distortion, thus satisfying the equidistribution prin-
ciple. Top row: the deviation of the flattenings from the azimuthal
equidistant projection, bottom row: corresponding distortion along
a meridian.

Fig. 5. Four flattenings over a regular 10k triangles uv-mesh of
the unit hemisphere. Top: plot of the distortion fields. Bottom: the
distortion field section along the zero meridian.

a weak influence on the computed deformation. To illustrate this
point, we have computed free-boundary quasi-isometric maps on
two different meshes of the same object. One mesh is a very regular
triangulation with 73k facets, while the other one is of very bad
quality (4k triangles, maximum triangle aspect ratio of 108). We start
with elastic deformation (ED), see Fig. 6(a), (d). As expected, sharp
peaks in the distortion field are present, which sharply grow with
mesh refinement. Fig. 6(b), (e) show results for the QIS algorithm.
The results are very similar; in both cases, QIS created plateaux.
The height difference between cases (e) and (b) is about 10%, which
is a very good result for an ugly triangulation (e). The material
corresponding to plateaux behaves as a rigid one.
Since the essence of the QIS algorithm is the contraction of the

set of admissible elastic deformations, the natural question is about
the limit of contraction. Our experimental evidence suggests that
when the first major plateau in the distortion measure distribution
is reached, we get locked spots in the elastic material. The material
around is still elastic, meaning that the admissible set is still not
collapsed into a point, and the current solution is situated almost
on the boundary of this set. Potentially, one can try to build a
distribution of the parameter 𝑡 in Ω, consisting of sets of plateaux
with smooth transitions in order to make all cells of elastic material
rigid, meaning that the admissible set is at last collapsed into a
point.
A very similar idea was expressed in [Levi and Zorin 2014, §3].

The authors noticed that max-norm minimizers are generally not

unique, and they proposed to fix a set of triangles for which the
maximal distortion is reached, and then solve another max-norm
optimization on the remaining triangles. Continuing this process,
they eventually fix bounds for all triangles, decomposing them into
groups with the same distortion.
Fig. 6(c) shows a prototype of this algorithm. Having obtained

Fig. 6(b), we selected mesh cells inside and in the small vicinity of
principal plateaux, and ran a bi-material stiffening, meaning that
we had two different values of the parameter 𝑡 depending on the
material. This allowed contracting more for the remaining mesh,
while locked spots behave like rigid inclusions that can move or
rotate in the process of optimization. Evidently, allowing jumps
in the parameter 𝑡 results in non-smooth deformations, which is
undesirable. The transition model for the parameter 𝑡 between
consecutive plateaux should be built allowing uniform locking of
the material. It seems that the target least distortion solution means
a locked state everywhere in the domain.

5.3 Massive Testing
To assess QIS behavior, we have performed a series of tests. We
ran competing methods on a benchmark database. This section is
structured as follows: for each adversary method, we closely inspect
an example of two competing maps, and we provide statistics on
several thousand other maps.

Recall that in our mapping pipeline, first we compute a foldover-
free map with [Garanzha et al. 2021], and then we call QIS to
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Fig. 6. Our method shows excellent stability irrespective of input mesh quality. Here we show five free-boundary flattenings for two input
meshes: one has a very regular triangulation (73k triangles), while the other one has a very bad quality triangulation (4k triangles, maximum
triangle aspect ratio of 108). Top row: flattenings, bottom row: plots of the distortion measure. (a) and (d) columns show elastic flattening
results, (b) and (e) quasi-isometric stiffening, (c) bi-material stiffening. QIS suppresses peaks of distortion, replacing them by minimum
height plateaux. Bi-material stiffening allows creating a second-order plateau.

compute a map with the lowest distortion. Fig. 1 and 7 provide
a 2D and 3D example of quasi-isometric maps, both computed
with 𝜗 = 1

2 . It is easy to see that elastic deformations sacrifice the
quality of several elements to minimize distortion on average, while
QIS distributes the distortion evenly over the entire domain, thus
effectively reducing the maximum distortion.

We ran the same procedure over the database provided by Du et
al. [2020]. The benchmark contains 10743 triangulated meshes to
flatten and 904 constrained boundary 3D mapping challenges. We
have flattened the surfaces without imposing boundary constraints.
Fig. 8 summarizes the results: it shows the scatter plot for every

mapping challenge from the database. In the top row, we plot the
worst element quality given by the elastic deformation against
the worst element quality in maps computed by QIS. It is easy
to see that the plots are upper-triangular: without surprise, QIS
is consistently better. Note the dots on the main diagonal in 3D
mapping; they correspond to the deformations whose worst quality
tetrahedron has all 4 vertices locked, leaving no degrees of freedom
for improvement.
The bottom row of Fig. 8 provides a log− log scatter plot of

our running time versus mesh size for all the challenges from the
database: for each run, the time varies from a fraction of a second to
several minutes for the largest meshes. These times were obtained
with a 12-core i7-6800K CPU @ 3.40 GHz.

We have also compared QIS maps against 5 competing methods:
(1) Simplex assembly [Fu and Liu 2016]

(2) Power law enhancement [Fang et al. 2021; Garanzha and
Kudryavtseva 2019]

(3) Exponential law enhancement (SLIM+AMIPS [Fu et al. 2015])
(4) Large-scale bounded distortion mappings [Kovalsky et al.

2015]
(5) Strict minimizers for geometric optimization [Levi and Zorin

2014].

The comparison is made on free-boundary flattening of 10743
triangular meshes from the [Du et al. 2020] database. With two
exceptions, we gave all methods the same input, i.e. fold-free maps
provided by [Garanzha et al. 2021]. To avoid floating point errors,
we had to give the QIS result as initialization for SLIM+AMIPS
(more on that below), and simplex assembly does not require an
initialization.

Simplex Assembly. First, we compare QIS to Simplex Assembly
(SA) [Fu and Liu 2016]. Simplex assembly is a method to compute
inversion-free mappings with bounded distortion on simplicial
meshes. The idea is to project each simplex into the inversion-free
and distortion-bounded space. After disassembling the mesh, the
simplices are then assembled by minimizing the mapping distortion
while keeping the mapping feasible. Fig. 9 provides a quality compar-
ison of SA with our quasi-isometric (𝜗 = 1

2 ) map for a free-boundary
mapping of the "Lucy" mesh. This comparison is interesting for two
reasons: first, SA offers an explicit optimization for the distortion
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Fig. 7. Tetrahedral mesh deformation, locked vertices are shown in
red. Top left: rest shape, top right: elastic deformation [Garanzha
et al. 2021], bottom: QIS. Both methods optimize for the same
distortion measure 𝑓 , 𝜗 = 1

2 , whose histograms are provided in the
corresponding plots.

bound, and second, in 2D, Fu et al. use exactly the same distortion
measure 𝑓 as we do, allowing us to directly compare the distortion.

Fig. 10-a shows the quality plot of SA maps against QIS. Without
any exceptions, QIS produces better results. Note that SA ignores the
locally-injective initializations we have offered; it failed to produce
valid maps in 15 cases out of 10743.

Power Law Enhancement. Fang et al. [2021] attempt to improve
worst-element distortions by formulating a regularized min-max op-
timization for IDP by applying a 𝑝-norm extension to the symmetric
Dirichlet (SD) energy with an exponential factor 𝑝 > 1. Garanzha
et al. [2019] used the same idea, but for the distortion measure 𝑓
instead of SD.
We ran the IDP code on one 3D mesh from their examples and

implemented power law enhancement for 2D flattening. In 3D, we
deformed a cylinder tetrahedral mesh. We applied two bone handles
(two thin boxes of interior axis vertices) to bend it. Fig. 11 shows
the comparison of our results with IDP. Locked vertices are shown
in red.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Elastic deformation [Garanzha et al. 2021] vs QIS tested
on 10743 triangular meshes (a) and 904 tetrahedral meshes (b) in
the database provided by [Du et al. 2020]. The boundary is set
free for 2D flattenings and locked for 3D. Top row: worst element
quality comparison. Bottom row: QIS running times.

As advised by Fang et al., we chose 𝑝 = 5. It improves slightly
the worst-element distortion. As shown in Fig. 11–left, the stress
is concentrated around the locked vertices (shown in magenta).
Our optimization (𝜗 = 1

2 ) allows us to dissipate the stress over a
larger area, thus improving both distortion measures: the maximum
stretch decreases from 5.05 to 1.94, and the minimum scale increases
from 0.36 to 0.72.
For surface flattening, we have minimized

∫
𝑓 5, which allows

us to directly compare the maximum values of 𝑓 over the maps.
Fig. 10-b shows the quality plot of power law enhancement maps
against QIS. Once again, the plot is upper triangular, where QIS
produces better results for every challenge.

Exponential law enhancement. For our next step, we have imple-
mented the SLIM+AMIPS combo [Fu et al. 2015; Rabinovich et al.
2017]4. The idea is to minimize

∫
exp(𝑠 · 𝑓 (𝐽 )), thus penalizing large

distortion values by the exponential law. We have already provided
an example of AMIPS flattening in §5.1, where in very controlled
settings we have managed to use 𝑠 = 300. For the database, we have
used 𝑠 = 5, and the results can be seen in Fig. 10-c. We have used
the default trade-off parameter 𝜗 = 1

2 . The results are better than

4Note a typographic error in [Rabinovich et al. 2017, Table I]: AMIPS optimizes
exp(𝑠 · 𝑓 ( 𝐽 )) = exp

(
𝑠
4

(
𝜎1
𝜎2
+ 𝜎2

𝜎1
+ 𝜎1𝜎2 + 1

𝜎1𝜎2

))
.
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Fig. 9. Two quasi-isometric maps for the "Lucy" mesh (a): simplex
assembly (b) vs QIS (c). Both methods optimize for the same
distortion measure 𝑓 , 𝜗 = 1

2 , whose plot is given in (d) and (e).

for the power law enhancement, but still not as good as QIS. Again,
the plot is strictly upper triangular. Note that we had to use the QIS
result as the initialization to avoid failures. Even for a quite low
value of 𝑠 , due to floating point error problems, the SLIM+AMIPS
combo fails to produce valid maps in 1796 cases out of 10743 if
foldover-free maps [Garanzha et al. 2021] are used as input.

Large-scale BoundedDistortionMappings. Ournext test is LBD [Ko-
valsky et al. 2015]. Given an input map (potentially with folds), LBD
looks for an injective map as close as possible to the input map,
but satisfying some constraints such as the orientation as well as
distortion bounds. Generally speaking, the problem of minimizing
an energy subject to bounded distortion constraints is known to be
difficult and computationally demanding. LBD alternates between
energy minimization steps and projection to the constraints.
For an illustration (refer to Fig. 12), we took the example from

the source code provided by the authors. The 3D surface to flatten
is a regular simplicial mesh of a rectangular patch that was lifted
and noised. Since LBD has an explicit optimization of the distortion
bounds, the comparison is of particular interest. Note that a) LBD
needs a user-provided bound and b) it optimizes for the Jacobian
condition number. Therefore, we have computed QIS with 𝜗 = 0,
computed the worst condition number max 𝜎1

𝜎2
= 1.4252, and ran

LBD with that bound. The result is very interesting: up to numerical
errors, LBD managed to find a flattening with the prescribed bound,
however, the vast majority of the triangles are at the bound, whereas
QIS has globally very low distortion and only a few bad triangles.
Clearly, to have the best map, not only do we need to reach the
feasible set (17), but also find its central point. Apparently, elastic

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 10. Quality of QIS free-boundary flattening against 5 compet-
ing methods. The comparison is made on 10743 triangular meshes
from the [Du et al. 2020] database. (a) Simplex assembly [Fu and
Liu 2016] vs QIS; (b) power law enhancement [Fang et al. 2021]
vs QIS; (c) SLIM+AMIPS [Fu et al. 2015] vs QIS; (d) Large-scale
bounded distortion mappings [Kovalsky et al. 2015] vs QIS. The
vertical and horizontal lines in (e) highlight the Jacobian condition
matrix bound 1.5 chosen by the authors of LBD. (e) and (f) Strict
minimizers for geometric optimization [Levi and Zorin 2014] vs
QIS.

deformations provide a better alternative to ad-hoc projections to
the highly non-convex set of max distortion constraints.

Fig. 10-d provides a comparison of LBD vs QIS over the database.
Since LBD optimizes for the Jacobian condition number, we had
to compute QIS with 𝜗 = 0 for all maps. For LBD, we used the
default bound max 𝜎1

𝜎2
= 1.5. The plot shows a direct comparison of

corresponding condition numbers, and it is strictly upper triangular,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Bending test for a tetrahedral mesh of a cylinder, locked
vertices are shown in red. (a): IDP [Fang et al. 2021], (b): QIS
deformation with \ = 1

2 . From top to bottom: Jacobian matrix
condition number and the Jacobian determinant are shown in
histograms and corresponding color plots.

so QIS is consistently better. Note that in 1380 cases LBD failed
to find a map with the prescribed bound, while QIS succeeded. In
addition to that, despite the fact that LBD was provided with locally
injective maps, it returned invalid (with folds) maps in 5412 cases
out of 10743. Note that these failures are not entirely due to the
unreachability of the deformation bound: QIS has found 66 valid
maps respecting the bound out of 5412 rejected by LBD.

For the sake of completeness, we have also tried to run LBD with
a lower bound than the one found by QIS (we lowered it by 1%).
LBD did not manage to find a single map respecting this bound.

Strict Minimizers For Geometric Optimization. Our final competi-
tor is SMGO [Levi and Zorin 2014]. Given an input triangulated
surface and a set of reference rotation matrices {𝑅𝑖 }, SMGO com-
putes a flattening by solving the following max-norm optimization
problem:

min𝑘, subject to ∥ 𝐽𝑖 − 𝑅𝑖 ∥𝐹 ≤ 𝑘 ∀𝑖 ∈ 1 . . . #𝑇 .
This is a second-order cone programming problem, and it can be
solved with MOSEK [Andersen and Andersen 2000].

As with other competitors, we ran it over the entire database. To
find the target rotation matrices, we took the foldover-free maps
and extracted the rotations from the Jacobi matrices by solving the
orthogonal Procrustes problem. We chose to plot the maximum
Jacobian condition number and the minimum Jacobian determinant.
Fig. 10-e and 10-f summarize the results. Since SMGO and QIS

Fig. 12. Comparison of LBD [Kovalsky et al. 2015] vs QIS. (a):
The 3D surface to flatten is a regular triangular mesh of a square
patch that was lifted and noised. The distortion bound for LBD
is set by the QIS result. (b): The map obtained by LBD. (c): QIS
(𝜗 = 0). (d) and (e): Plots of the distortion measure. (f) and (g):
Jacobian matrix conditioning histograms.

optimize for different distortion measures, we did not expect strictly
triangular plots. Indeed, SMGO has found two maps with better
stretch and one map with better scale (but not both at the same
time). It is to be noted that this plot was made with fixed target
rotation matrices, and if we applied local-global ARAP iterations to
update the target, the results would be significantly better for SMGO.
However, we chose not to do so due to the very high computational
cost involved in doing it over the database.

Note that SMGO has no guarantees of injectivity: despite the fact
that the target rotations were extracted from foldover-free maps,
SMGO failed to find a valid map in 2461 cases out of 10743. Fig. 13
illustrates the problem: a valid map can be found only if the input
frame field has sufficiently low distortion.

6 CONCLUSION
We have formulated a set of variational problems that potentially
cover the complete technological chain for constructing optimal
mappings and deformations with fixed as well as free boundaries.
We started with the continuation problem w.r.t. the parameter Y.
This minimization allows us to compute optimal in the average
deformations. We then formulated a continuation problem for the
worst distortion measure minimization (quasi-isometric stiffening,
QIS), which retains polyconvexity and smoothness of deformation.
The stiffening technique tends to suppress peaks in the distortion
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1.3

4.1

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. Failure case for [Levi and Zorin 2014] for a constrained
boundary mapping. Having a valid map from the reference surface
(a) to a flattening (b), we can extract target rotation matrices
{𝑅𝑖 }4𝑖=1 shown in (c). Plot (d) shows the maximum distortion
over the triangulation as a function of the blue vertex position.
The minimum is attained outside of the target domain, implying
foldovers in the output.

measure distribution in the computational domain and replaces
them with plateaus of minimal height. Surprisingly, for some clas-
sical problems such as the optimal map on the hemisphere, our
algorithm provides hyperelastic deformation with a constant distor-
tion measure (deformation energy density). This is the first known
example of an exact 2D implementation of the equidistribution
principle in hyperelasticity. Throughout all stages, we took care to
demonstrate that a finite number of basic optimization steps are
sufficient to solve the problem, given certain efficiency assumptions
on the optimization toolbox. We illustrated the performance of our
algorithm with challenging 2D and 3D numerical tests.
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APPENDIX
A EQUIDISTRIBUTION PRINCIPLE AND

SCALE-OPTIMAL MAPS
The construction of deformations that uniformlyminimize deviation
from isometry naturally leads to the idea that the optimal solution
should, in some form, obey the equidistribution principle.
Usually, the formulation of the equidistribution principle is at-

tributed to de Boor: in [1973], he computed the optimal location of
spline control points for a max-norm minimization of interpolation
error. Let us consider the simplest illustration of the idea. Suppose
we have a uniformly bounded weight function𝑤 (𝑥)

𝑐1 < 𝑤 (𝑥) < 𝑐2, 𝑐1 > 0,
1∫

0

𝑤 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 = 1.

This function may play the role of an error indicator for rather
abstract interpolation problem, as discussed in [1973].

p6p1 p3 p4 p5p2p0
−1

6

0

1
6

u(x)− u(x)

x
p6p1 p3p4 p5p2p0

ξ

u(x)

u(x)
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0

1

w(x)

p6p1 p2p3 p4 p5p0
x
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0

Fig. 14. Equidistribution principle in action: we place the nodes
𝑝0 . . . 𝑝𝑁 in the way to obtain the optimal max-norm approximation
of 𝑢 (𝑥) by a piecewise constant function 𝑢 (𝑥) (left). The approxi-
mation error |𝑢 (𝑥) −𝑢 (𝑥) | does not exceed 1

2𝑁 (middle). The nodes
are placed in the way to distribute the error indicator measure
𝑤 (𝑥) = ¤𝑢 (𝑥) evenly over all segments, i.e. 𝑤 (𝑥) has the same inte-
gral over all segments [𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖+1 ] (right).

We want to find the position of 𝑁 − 1 nodes 𝑝𝑖 > 𝑝𝑖−1, 𝑝0 = 0,
𝑝𝑁 = 1 forming the following equidistribution mesh of the unit
segment [0, 1]:

𝑝𝑖+1∫
𝑝𝑖

𝑤 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 =
1
𝑁

(29)

for all 𝑖 , meaning that the mesh cell is smaller for larger values
of the error indicator. The equidistribution principle provides a
simple quasi-optimal solution to the highly complicated problem of
max-norm error minimization [1973].
To the best of our knowledge, the first known application of

equidistribution is Chebyshev alternance [1853]: the maximum
deviation for the best max-norm polynomial approximation is a
constant that is attained in a special set of Chebyshev points. Amajor
advantage of resulting adaptive meshes is the ability to provide an
optimal asymptotic error convergence rate for highly nonuniform
and singular data, for example, corresponding to boundary layers
in CFD [Bakhvalov 1969].
Now let us see how the equidistribution principle relates to

the optimal mapping problem, refer to Fig. 14 for an illustration.
Consider a mapping 𝑥 (b) : 𝑆 → 𝑆𝑥 , where 𝑆 is the parametric
domain [0, 1] endowed with the Cartesian metric tensor 𝐺b = 1
(in 1D this is just a positive scalar function), and 𝑆𝑥 is the image
domain [0, 1] with the metric tensor 𝐺𝑥 = 𝑤2. Since we want 𝑥 (b)
to preserve distances (𝑑b𝐺b𝑑b = 𝑑𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑑𝑥), it implies the following
condition:

𝑑b = 𝑤𝑑𝑥. (30)
Integrating (30) over a parametric cell, we obtain the discrete
isometry condition which coincides with (29). In 1D, the con-
struction of the mapping is simple: consider the primitive func-
tion 𝑢 (𝑥), 𝑤 (𝑥) = ¤𝑢 (𝑥). One can choose 𝑢 (0) = 0, 𝑢 (𝑥) = b (𝑥),
and 𝑢 (𝑝𝑖+1) − 𝑢 (𝑝𝑖 ) = 1

𝑁
. The resulting mesh provides optimal

piecewise-constant approximation of 𝑢 (𝑥) by a function 𝑢 (𝑥) equal
to 1

2 (𝑢 (𝑝𝑖 ) + 𝑢 (𝑝𝑖+1)) on the interval 𝑝𝑖 < 𝑥 < 𝑝𝑖+1. The result-
ing approximation error function is a typical Chebyshev alter-
nance [Tchebychev 1853]: the approximation error function has
alternating sign, attaining its extremal values in the special set of
points (Fig. 14–middle).
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For the optimal mapping 𝑥 (b), a finite element approximation of
the corresponding hyperelastic energy attains its absolute minimum
and has a constant uniform distribution of the energy density over
the parametric domain.
W. Huang [2001] provides a detailed discussion of the above

equidistribution principle in multiple dimensions and its relation
to deviation from the isometry relation (1). The idea that the
equidistribution principle is equivalent to the construction of quasi-
isometries between manifolds with metric was in the air, so it was
recognized by many authors [Godunov et al. 1994; Huang 2001; Xu
et al. 2011].

B CHOICE OF A PROXY
Our paper would not be complete without mentioning the fact that
there is a large variety of distortion measures that can be used as a
proxy for quasi-isometric mapping. The only condition a distortion
measure has to comply with is the fact that the minimization of the
distortion implies the minimization of the quasi-isometry constant.

B.1 Relationship between distortion measures and the
quasi-isometry constant

More formally, given a deformation of a mesh, let us denote by 𝐾
its quasi-isometry constant (maximal relative length distortion of
the map). We want to estimate 𝐾 through available values of 𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ),
where 𝐽𝑘 is the Jacobian matrix of 𝑘-the simplex of the mesh. First
of all, we can write down following estimation, where 𝜎 𝑗 (𝐽𝑘 ) stand
for (ordered) singular values of 𝐽𝑘 :

1
𝐾
≤ 𝜎 𝑗 (𝐽𝑘 ) ≤ 𝐾. (31)

In practice many different distortion measures can be used, but
we are interested in those that satisfy 𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ) ≥ 1 and guarantee that
inequality

𝑓 (𝐽𝑘 ) <
1
𝑡
, 𝑡 < 1 (32)

implies (31). Naturally, for QIS scheme to work with a certain
distortion measure 𝑓 , we need the bound for 𝐾 to tend to 1 as 𝑡 → 1.
In this section we analyze two possible choices of distortion

measures, namely, Eq. (6) and Symmetric Dirichlet [Schüller et al.
2013].

Let us start with 𝑓 := (1 − 𝜗) 𝑓𝑠 + 𝜗 𝑓𝑣 . First of all, let us note that
𝑓𝑠 ≥ 1 and 𝑓𝑣 ≥ 1, so following inequalities hold:

( 1
𝑑

tr 𝐽⊤
𝑖
𝐽𝑖 )𝑑/2

det 𝐽𝑖
< 𝑐1, 𝑐1 :=

(
1 − 𝑡𝜗
𝑡 (1 − 𝜗)

)𝑑/2
and

1
2

(
det 𝐽𝑖 +

1
det 𝐽𝑖

)
< 𝑐2, 𝑐2 := 1 + 1 − 𝑡

𝑡𝜗
.

Reshetnyak’s inequality [Reshetnyak 1966] implies that
𝜎1 (𝐽𝑖 )
𝜎𝑑 (𝐽𝑖 )

< 𝑐1 +
√︃
𝑐2

1 − 1

From the above estimates we obtain the required bounds for
𝜎 𝑗 (𝐽𝑖 ) [Garanzha 2000], so

𝐾 <

(
𝑐1 +

√︃
𝑐2

1 − 1
) (𝑑−1)/𝑑 (

𝑐2 +
√︃
𝑐2

2 − 1
)1/𝑑

(33)

Note that in the 2D case and with 𝜗 = 1/2 the bound for 𝐾 takes
the simplest form

𝐾 <
(1 +
√

1 − 𝑡)2
𝑡

.

Indeed, Eq. (6) forces the quasi-isometry constant 𝐾 to tend to unity
when 𝑡 → 1, so our QIS technique is correct.

We use the measure (6), but QIS can be successfully applied to
symmetric Dirichlet as well:

𝑓𝑆𝐷 (𝐽 ) := ∥ 𝐽 ∥2𝐹 + ∥ 𝐽
−1∥2𝐹 .

Simple estimates for 𝐾 can be also derived for 𝑓𝑆𝐷 . In terms of
singular values, this measure can be written as follows:

𝑓𝑆𝐷 (𝐽 ) := 1
2𝑑

𝑑∑︁
𝑗=1

(
𝜎2
𝑗 +

1
𝜎2
𝑗

)
.

In this case

𝐾2 < 𝑐3 +
√︃
𝑐2

3 − 1, 𝑐3 = 1 + 𝑑 1 − 𝑡
𝑡

The bound satisfies the requirements for QIS algorithm, so SD can
be used in our stiffening scheme. Note, however, that even though
SD distortion measure is a convex function of singular values, it is
not clear whether it is polyconvex (convex with respect to minors
of 𝐽 ).

B.2 Hemisphere flattening example
Let us compare behavior of 𝑓 and 𝑓𝑆𝐷 on the ground truth example
(§5.1). Note that Airy [1861] considered precisely the hemisphere
flattening problem for different distortion measures. He provided
detailed numerical tables comparing area distortion ("exaggeration"),
shape distortion ("distortion") for equidistant azimuthal projection,
stereographic projection, incompressible projection ("unchanged
areas"), and BE (Balance of Errors) projection. For the practical
construction of BE flattening of the hemisphere, he used Prob. (3)
with simplified energy:

arg min
𝑟 (\ )

𝜋/2∫
0

𝑓 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 (𝐽 ) sin\ 𝑑\,

𝑓 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 (𝐽 ) := (𝜎1 − 1)2 + (𝜎2 − 1)2

= ( ¤𝑟 − 1)2 +
( 𝑟

sin\ − 1
)2
.

(34)

Airy managed to find the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations
for (34) analytically:

𝑟𝐴 (\ ) =
√

2 tan \2 + 2 cot \2 log sec \2 . (35)

The first term in (35) corresponds to the homogeneous solution of
EL equations, we multiplied it by a

√
2 coefficient in order to satisfy

Neumann boundary conditions on the outer boundary 𝜕 𝑓𝐴/𝜕 ¤𝑟 = 0
for \ = 𝜋/2.
We computed six flattenings using three distortion measures

(𝑓 , 𝑓𝑆𝐷 , and 𝑓 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦
). Fig. 15 shows the maps that minimize the

average distortion, and Fig. 16 shows the equidistributed distortion
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Fig. 15. Behavior of elastic hemisphere flattening under three differ-
ent distortion measures. Here we minimize for the average distortion.

Fig. 16. Behavior of elastic hemisphere flattening under three dif-
ferent distortion measures. Here we minimize for the maximum
distortion.

flattenings. In particular, we have found the following values for
constants from (26):

𝑐𝑆𝐷 = 1.061571 ± 10−6,

𝑐𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 = 1.060678 ± 10−6 .

All three distortion measures give pretty similar results, differing
slightly from the equidistant azimuthal due to the aforementioned
condition ¤𝑟 (𝜋/2) = 1. Note that while QIS can use both 𝑓 and 𝑓𝑆𝐷 ,
it cannot guarantee the absence of foldovers for ARAP-like energies
due to the lack of barrier property. Fig. 13 provides an illustration.
Note that in this test problem stiffening does not lead to sharp
improvement of the scale error due to the fact that free boundary
boundary conditions are responsible for largest part of contribution
to the scale error.
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